
High-tech in detail: innovative  
blade stabilisation, quality  

material, clever mechanism

KNIPEX CutiX – Universal knife

Exact cut without  
bending or breaking
Precise. Sharp. Robust.

KNIPEX Quality – Made in Germany 



 Innovative and variably extendable stabilisation bar: 
versatile, precise, and faster cutting

 Exert targeted pressure on the back of the blade  
without risk of injury, no unintentional bending or  
breaking of the blade 

 Robust, durable magnesium housing: as light as  
plastic, strong as die-cast aluminium

 Fixed blade due to high-quality blade locking:  
Secure fit when cutting, pushing and scraping

 > Handy: 165 mm long, weight approx. 111 g
 > Original equipment with high quality snap-off blades with two spare 
blades in the handle drawer which can be changed without any tools

 > Suitable for standard 18 mm blade types: smooth, curved and with hooks
 > Fits comfortably in the hand due to its slim shape and numerous grip 
zones: firm and non-slip grip, comfortable hold

 > Flat, ergonomic slides seperately for blade and stabilisation bar, no 
accidental activation of the slides

 > Realible blade holder: Secure hold of the blade thanks to hardened  
steel pin

 > When the rear end of the handle is closed, the blade slider and blade 
cannot slip out

 > Tether attachment point for tool protection with KNIPEX Tethered Tools 
System

Two spare blades in  
a secure compartment  

in the handleTension-resistant blade lock and 
blade locking pin made from 

hardened steel

No accidental loss of adjustment 
due to flat sliders fitted in the 

housing

Robust magnesium housing with 
non-slip gripping surfaces

KNIPEX CutiX
Universal knife 
A reliable helper with individually  
adjustable blade stabilisation: The blade  
cannot be accidentally bent or broken

90 10 165 BK

 New

Suitable for all 
common 18 mm 
snap-off blades

Quickly sharp again: The blades can be switched without any tools by just one 
push of the button.

Variable: Depending on your needs, the 
blade can be used rigidly or flexibly.

Ergonomic shape with numerous grip zones ensures safe 
and precise work.

The innovative blade stabilisation allows you to apply 
more secure pressure directly on the blade.

without stabilisation

with stabilisation

Article no.
EAN
4003773- mm g

90 10 165 BK 087533 165 111

90 10 165 E01 087557 Spare part set for stabilisation bar for 90 10 165 BK
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